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Victor ShklovskiyDegeneralvictor Borisovich Shklovskiy24 January (January 12) 1893s St. Petersburg, Russian EmpireDD6 December 1984 (1984-12-06) (91)Moscow, Soviet UnionAlma MaterSite St. Petersburg Imperial UniversityRethal workArt as a device (1917)zoo, zoo Or Letters not about love (1923)Theory of
prose (1925)School Russian formalismMaina interested in the theory of literary criticismRessive ideasTradable ideastray (1917) Victor ˈʂklofskjɪj Borisovich Shklovskiy (Russian: Victor Borisovich Shklovskiy, IPA: January 24, 1893 -December 6, 1984 - Russian and Soviet literary theorist, critic, He is one of the main
figures associated with Russian formalism. one of the most living and irreverent minds of the last century (David Bellos); In St. Petersburg was born one of the most fascinating figures of Russian cultural life of the twentieth century (Tsvetan Todorov) Yeni Shklovsky. His father was a Lithuanian Jew (with Shklov's
ancestors), and his mother was of German/Russian origin. He studied at the University of St. Petersburg. During World War I, he volunteered in the Russian army and eventually became a driving coach in an armored unit in St. Petersburg. There, in 1916, he founded the POVAS (Poetry Language Studies Society) and
one of two groups (with the Moscow Linguistic Circle), which developed critical theories and methods of Russian formalism. Shklovsky participated in the February Revolution of 1917. Subsequently, the Provisional Government of Russia sent him as an assistant commissioner to the South-Western Front, where he was
wounded and received a bravery award. After that he was an assistant commissioner of the Russian Expeditionary Corps in Persia (see Persian campaign). Shklovsky returned to St. Petersburg in early 1918, after the October Revolution. He opposed Bolshevism and took part in an anti-Bolshevik conspiracy organized by
members of the Socialist Revolutionary Party. After the plot was discovered by Cheka, Shklovsky disappeared while traveling in Russia and Ukraine, but was eventually pardoned in 1919 because of ties with Maxim Gorky and decided to refrain from political activities. Two of his brothers were executed by the Soviet
regime (one in 1918, the other in 1937), and his sister starved to death in St. Petersburg in 1919. Shklovsky integrated into Soviet society and even took part in the Russian Civil War while serving in the Red Army. However, in 1922 he again had to go into hiding, as he was threatened with arrest and possible execution
for his former political activities, and he fled through Finland to Germany. In Berlin in 1923, he published his memoirs on 1917-22 under the name sentimental travel, remembrance, sentimental journey), alluding to the sentimental journey through France and Italy by Lawrence Stern, the author whom he admired and
whose digressive style had a powerful influence on Shklowski's composition. In the same year, he was allowed to return to the Soviet Union, not least because of an appeal to the Soviet authorities, which he included in the last pages of his epistolary novel, The zoo, or Letters not about love. In 1963, Mikhail Mikhailov
visited the Yugoslav scientist Mikhail Shklovsky and wrote: I was very impressed with the liveliness of Shklovsky's spirit, his diverse interests and his great culture. When we said goodbye to Viktor Borisovich and started working in Moscow, I felt that I met one of the most cultural, intelligent and educated people of our
age. He died in Moscow in 1984. In addition to literary criticism and biographies of authors such as Lawrence Stern, Maxim Gorky, Leo Tolstoy and Vladimir Mayakovsky, he wrote a number of semi-authoric works disguised as fiction, which also served as experiments in his evolving theories of literature. Shklovsky is
perhaps best known for developing the concept of ostracization or defamation in literature (also translated as alienation). He explained the concept in 1917 in an important essay, Art as a Technique (also translated as Art as a device), which consisted of the first chapter of his fundamental prose theory, first published in
1925. He argued that it was necessary to turn something that had become too familiar, like a cliche in the literary canon, into something renewed: and therefore, to bring back the feeling of our limbs, to make us feel objects, to make the stone feel stony, the person received an instrument of art. The purpose of art is then
to lead us to the cognition of things through organ of vision, not acceptance. Having prepared objects and complicating the form, the device of art makes the perception long and workable. The process of perception in art has its purpose and should be fully disseminated. Art is a means of experiencing the process of
creativity. The artifact itself doesn't matter at all.- Shklovsky, Victor, Proza Theory. Translated by Benjamin Sher, (Dalkey Archive Press, 1990), page 6. Among other things, Shklowski also contributed a plot/story of distinction (syuzhet/fabula), which separates the sequence of events the work refers (story) from the
sequence in which these events are presented in the work (plot). Shklovsky's work pushes Russian formalism to understand literary activity as an integral part of public practice, an idea that becomes important in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin and Russian and Prague scholars of semiotics. Shklovsky's thought also
influenced Western thinkers, in part because of translations of Tsvetan Todorov's works into Russian. in the 1960s and 1970s, including Tsvetan Todorov, Gerard Genette and Hans Robert Yauss. Shklovsky's film was one of the earliest serious writers on film. A collection of his essays and articles about cinema was
published in 1923 (Literature and Cinematography, the first English edition of 2008). He was a close friend of the director Sergei Eisenstein and published an extensive critical assessment of his life and works (Moscow 1976, without English translation). Beginning in the 1920s and 1970s, Shklovsky worked as a
screenwriter on numerous Soviet films (see The Choice of Filmography below), part of his life and work, which until now was very limited. In his book The Third Factory Shklovsky reflects on his work in cinema, writing: First of all, I have a job at the third factory Goskino. Secondly, the name is not difficult to explain. The
first factory was my family and school. The second was the Opoyaz. And the third is processing me at this very moment. The Bibliography (English) Sentimental Journey: Memories, 1917-1922 (1923, translated in 1970 by Richard Sheldon) the zoo, or Letters Not About Love (1923, translated in 1971 by Richard Sheldon)
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